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To build the disassembler for one of your target machines, you need to tell the build system what
machine you would like to use. To do this, you should create a subclass of TargetMachine and then
create and set just the values of the members required by that machine. (I just follow the design of
llvm/Target/TargetMachine.h file and use the LLVM definition as the base; if you do not like this, you
should change whatever you feel is wrong.) For example: #include #include ... class
MyTargetMachine : public llvm::TargetMachine { ... }; ... MyTargetMachine myTargetMachine; You
are welcome to add your target-specific methods to the subclass, if you want to add anything useful.
(I do not use any of these features, because I cannot figure out how to do anything useful in
emitInstruction, runOnMachineFunction and runOnFunction.) The compiler needs to know the
machine you are compiling on. It is safe to assume that your compiler/linker has the appropriate
libraries to know the machine that is being used. (The compiler also assumes that the system to
which it is compiling is known; you can link your program with an extern library that enables all
machine backends without having to invoke the linker with an additional -m switch on the gcc
command line.)
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Emulation e.g. the 8085 MMU, 8086/8088 CPU features, processors features, etc. Fake86 is a great
alternative to DosDebug and WinDebug, although it not-so-very-clean UI, it is easy to understand

and get to your code in a flash. Aside from using fake8086, you can also use DosDebug/WinDebug.
You can download DOS Debugger from here.Read Next: Best Free 8085 Simulator for Windows 10

Microprocessor Emulator and Assembler 8086 (ME and AS) is a full-featured, disassembler and
emulator for DOS, it allows emulation of the 8086 CPU and DOS. It provides an easy to use GUI. You

can download Microprocessor Emulator and Assembler from here. This is the latest version of ME and
AS, but new versions are usually released quite frequently. You can find the latest version of ME and

AS here.Read Next: Best Free 8085 Simulator for Windows 10 Microprocessor Emulator and
Assembler 8086 (ME and AS) is a full-featured, disassembler and emulator for DOS, it allows

emulation of the 8086 CPU and DOS. It provides an easy to use GUI. You can download
Microprocessor Emulator and Assembler from here. This is the latest version of ME and AS, but new
versions are usually released quite frequently. You can find the latest version of ME and AS here. So
far, the only implementation of TargetMachine is TargetX86, which is based on TargetX86Desc and

TargetX86DescBuilder classes. These classes contain code that instantiates the TargetMachine class.
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